DRIVING WAY OUT WEST

THE TOP TIPS AND TRICKS YOU NEED TO KNOW
TO HAVE A SAFE TRIP WAY OUT WEST.

Whether you’re a seasoned Outback adventurer or a first-time traveller, the Barcaldine Regional Council has
designed this guide to ensure that you and your family have a safe and fun filled trip on our Outback roads. So
let’s take a look at some tips and tricks from our locals:
1. PACK ALL THE ESSENTIALS
Music - tick. Snacks - tick. First aid kit, spare tyre, map, water; tick, tick, tick, tick. When there are hundreds of kilometres between towns (and petrol stations), the only person you’ll want to rely on for supplies is yourself. We
recommend packing the car with road trip essentials, to ensure you’re prepared for anything.
2. SHARING IS CARING
Road trains, wide load, and heavy vehicles are common sightings in our region. Not only do some of our roads
narrow down to one lane, we also have plenty of dirt roads to explore as well. The best way to share the road
with these big rigs or with any vehicle is by moving as far left as possible or even pulling over while they pass
to avoid any small rocks flying your way and cracking your windscreen. If you have a radio, listen to UHF 40 for
any extra information or instructions from one driver to another.
3. WATCH THE ROAD
Roads in our region have a lot of variety to them. Expect a few bumps, sometimes corrugation, potholes,
graded dirt roads that weave and bend, bulldust, sandy spots and the odd rocky gravel road. These conditions
can change in an instant. Our top tips for Outback road conditions are: being cautious, reducing speed when
necessary and avoiding heavy braking. Please also remember, stopping in the middle of the road is
dangerous. Consider other road users when stopping to view something, for example, an emu with chicks or
one of our amazing sculptures. Pulling over to the side is the safest option for you and everyone else travelling.
Another note, due to our ever changing weather, it is likely that there will be road works along many of our
roads. This can range from grading and flood damage works, to the widening of our bitumen roads and
regular repairs. Take it slow and drive to the conditions.
4. WATCH OUT FOR WILDLIFE
It is fair to say that there is no shortage of kangaroos, emus, rabbits, cows and so much more in Outback
Queensland. However, wildlife can cause a serious danger to travellers. Most wildlife are active at dawn and
dusk, where they enjoy grazing on the edges of the roads and tend to wander across them in front of
unsuspecting cars. This is why it is extremely important to be extra careful when travelling on our roads during
this time. Take your time, the Outback isn't going anywhere.
5. CHECK THE WEATHER BEFORE YOU HIT THE ROAD
Regular Road Report updates can be found on Councils website or feel free to phone your nearest
Administration Office to find out more. Check for up to date weather conditions from the Bureau of
Meteorology in case of rain.
6. CHECK FOR ROAD CLOSURES, CONDITIONS, ROAD WORKS AND ACCIDENTS
To check road conditions and reports in our area, you can visit the Barcaldine Regional Council website:
https://www.barcaldinerc.qld.gov.au/
Or phone your nearest Administration Office. (details can be found on the back page).
Road conditions are always changing and we urge you to please check before you drive.

7. IF IT’S FLOODED, FORGET IT
Many of our roads are remote and far from any sort of help. During the Summer months and occasionally in
Winter, storms are always on the horizon. This can cause serious flash flooding and damage to our roads.
Please note, guide posts and flood metre readings are not always 100% correct, they are an estimation. So
remember, if it’s flooded, forget it. You never know how far away help can be.
8. READ THE SIGNS
Way out West, you may encounter a few signs that you wouldn't particularly come across in the city. For
example, if the hundreds of cows along the road don’t slow you down, then maybe the sign “Droving” or “Cattle
Ahead” might make it a little more clear. Other signs can be as simple as: Road Works Ahead, Caution, Rough
Surface, there can be so many. Always read the signs and stay alert.
9. DOWNLOAD THE POLICELINK AND EMERGENCY + APP
Another way to be prepared for anything is to download the Policelink App. This free app outlines the nearest
police stations, recent accidents and reported accidents to make your transit through Outback Queensland as
smooth as possible. We recommend also downloading the Emergency + App which provides users with
information on who to call in an emergency. It also utilises GPS location to assist emergency services to
determine where you are, should you be caught in an emergency situation.
10. TAKE REGULAR BREAKS
As with any long road trip, regular breaks are essential. With vast landscapes, seemingly endless horizons and
the odd mirage to contend with, the journey can be just as exciting as the destination. We recommend not
travelling too far in one day, stopping as soon as you become tired and taking the time to make pit stops for
meals, refuelling and exploring.
11. ALLOW FOR EXTRA TIME TO EXPLORE
The outback is filled with natural beauties, local characters and one-of-a kind towns that you may have never
seen or heard about before. What ever you do, make time to discover their hidden charms. Adding an extra
day or two to your road trip will allow for adventures and also relieve the time pressure to arrive at your
destination in a hurry.
Take plenty of photos, have lots of laughs, stroll our streets, meet the locals and most of all, enjoy your stay!
We hope these tips and tricks to travelling on our Outback roads help you and your family in getting to your
destination safely.
Travel safe!

CONTACT US
BARCALDINE: 71 Ash Street | 07 4651 5600

ALPHA: 43 Dryden Street | 07 4985 1166
ARAMAC: 35 Gordon Street | 07 4652 9900
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council@barc.qld.gov.au

JERICHO: 8 Darwin Street | 07 4651 4129
MUTTABURRA: 20 Bruford Street | 07 4658 7191
PO Box 191, Barcaldine QLD 4725

DISCLAIMER: The information is believed to be accurate and reliable and it must be understood that no liability can be accepted for any
error or omission.

